BTCC Show Rules
The cats :


The cats showed will have without exception (provided with the health book) to pass veterinary control.



The cats showed must absolutely be microchipped or tattooed.



The cats coming from a another country will owe beings obligatorily vaccinated against the rabies.



All cats showed should be vaccinated against coryza, leucosis and typhus.



If the vet decides not to allow a cat to participate in the show, there is no need for the exhibitor to
request our intervention to let him enter the show hall and no refund will be made.



The exhibitor will ensure that the cat is fed and watered throughout the show and has access to a clean
litter.



The exhibitor will install a comfortable support (cushion, cover ,…) so that the cat can rest there.



Any act of ill-treatment of an exhibitor towards an animal will generate an immediate and permanent
exclusion from the current show and any other shows organized by the BTCC.



The cats of less than 10 weeks are not allowed on a show of the BTCC

We point out that it is strictly forbidden to sell animals during a show according to the Rules on the
Belgian territory.
The cages :


Own cages :
They must not exceed the 90 cm length by cat



Club cages :
Club cages can be rented by exhibitors. Dimensions are of 60 cm length on 50 cm broad and 66 cm
height . Any exhibitor renting one of the club cages is requested to return it in the initial state ( any
deterioration will be invoiced to the exhibitor). It is therefore strictly forbidden to disassemble an
interior partition wall !

The exhibitor :


Any verbal or physics aggression towards others will immediately result in a permanent exclusion from
the current the show and any other show organized by the BTCC .



The exhibitor will be due to cleanest his place.



At the end of the show, the exhibitor will take care to collect his waste and will deposit them in the
dustbins put at disposal .



Any alcohol abuse will be able to be the object of a final exclusion of the show.

We point out that exhibitors are forbidden to address judges during the show!
Payment :


Attention !! Cash payments at the show hall entry are normally no longer accepted !



Only exhibitors who made their payment by bank or Paypal 3 days before the show will be considered
registered.



We do not accept checks anymore !



No exception will be granted unless exceptional reason !

Withdrawal of a cat is possible till 2 weeks before the show. After this date the full entry fee will have to be
paid even if you are absent during the show and this without appeal !
Changes related to an entry are free of charge until 3 weeks before the show. After that a fee of 10,00€ per
entry will be charged.
NB. The club will not be held responsible in the event of loss or of stealing of personal objects !

